Abstract: In this paper, we present a modi ed version of the virtual wall concept we introduced in a previously published paper. The goal of our work is to design a strategy to handle very complex scenes (more than 1 million of patches) for radiosity computation. Comparing to other radiosity algorithms, our solution focuses on the ability to compute the radiosity on local environments instead of solving the problem for the whole environment. By splitting the problem into subproblems, using Virtual Interface and Visibility Masks, our technique is able to achieve better data locality than other standard solutions. This property is capital when using either a modern sequential computer to reduce data movement in the memory hierarchy or a multiprocessors to keep as low as possible communication between processors whatever the communication paradigm is: either message passing or shared variable. In the paper, we present an implementation of visibility masks on a distributed memory parallel computer (Intel Paragon XP/S).
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Introduction
Over the past ten years, radiosity has become more and more popular since this technique is able to produce realistic images taking into account ambient light re ected between objects in the scene. Several works have been carried out to increase the correctness and the e ectiveness of the algorithms to solve the radiosity problem. Concerning the speeding-up of radiosity algorithms, both sequential and parallel solutions have been proposed. This includes progressive radiosity, hierarchical solutions, importance driven and clustering. Unfortunately, despite numerous improvements, radiosity algorithms generate a huge number of computations and have a lack of data locality. This latter drawback makes the execution of radiosity algorithms ine ective on either uniprocessor or multiprocessors computers with a complex memory hierarchy as soon as the problem size (the number of patches) is huge. This problem was not so sensitive with other rendering algorithms such as scan-line, Z-bu er or ray-tracing. For them, a data locality property exists and makes the execution of such algorithms relatively e ective by using the memory hierarchy properly. To illustrate this, let's take the ray-tracing algorithm. The computation of two neighboring pixels will have a great probability to generate roughly the same data access pattern since rays will probably be cast in the same direction. On a uniprocessor, the computation of the second pixel will thus use most of the data located in cache due to the computation of the rst pixel. For multiprocessors, the same property can be used to keep low the number of data accesses to the shared memory (either real or virtual). This has been clearly demonstrated by the work of Green et al. 11] or Badouel et al. 2] .
Since the introduction of the radiosity, a lot of works have been carried out to decrease the computation time either by optimizing the algorithm by reducing the number of computations or by using high performance computers such as those that have several dozen of processors. However, few of these solutions dealt with the improvement of data locality. In 28, 25, 1], several ideas have been proposed to deal with complex environment. They are mostly based on Divide and Conquer strategies: the complex environment is subdivided into several local environments where the radiosity computation is applied.
In this paper, we propose an new improvement to the virtual wall concept we have already introduced some years ago 1]. This improvement deals with the energy transfer between two local environments. We introduce a new mechanism we called visibility mask which aims at representing the ow of energy that is exchanged between local environments.
The paper is organized as follows. First, section 2 describes some other works which seem similar to our technique. Section 3 presents the virtual interface concept with the visibility masks. Section 4 gives a parallel algorithm we designed mainly for distributed memory parallel computers. Section 5 provides some performance measurements. Conclusion and perspectives are presented in section 6.
Related works
As we stated, the target of our work is to propose an e cient radiosity algorithm able to deal with very complex scenes. This goal is achieved by means of a technique which exploits data locality. This technique can be projected onto both sequential and parallel machines. So we will analyse previous work from two points of view: parallel solutions and, mainly, locality enhancement.
A number of parallel solutions have been proposed using di erent architectures and di erent types of parallelising strategies. In 13], 4], 10] discussions are presented showing the possible approaches for parallelising radiosity at several levels. From the scope of the work presented here, we may distinguish between two kinds of solution. A rst family of algorithms allows the access of all the processors to the entire database. This may be propitiated by shared memory systems or by distributed memory systems where the database is duplicated at each local memory 3], 16], 15]. In the rear case, scene's size is very limited. The second family of algorithms is constituted by the techniques based on distributed memory systems where the database is distributed among the di erent local memories allowing the application of the algorithm to bigger scenes 7, 12, 26, 6, 27, 23] . Solutions based on distributing the environment among the local memories are often based on an explicit or implicit subdivision of the environment in order to capitalize on any type of data locality to reduce the exchange of information between processors. To the authors knowledge, none of these methods exploits data locality based on both: minimising the amount of information transmited between processors and taking advantage of the visibility information implicit in the environment's decomposition.
The idea of considering sub-environments (or local environments) has been used from di erent points of view, in order to reduce computational cost in radiosity algorithms for complex environments. The rst contribution in this direction was proposed in 28]. This method divides environment into local environments and computes form-factors in each of them. Afterwards, form-factors between patches in neighbouring local environments are computed from previously computed local form-factors. Similar approaches were presented in 25] and 1]. Energy is accumulated at the boundaries of neighbouring local environments (called virtual walls) and afterwards transfered. Instead of dividing the environment into smaller ones, 14] proposes to group neighbouring patches. These groups receive and shoot energy as one single entity. We may call them virtual surfaces.
Groups of surfaces are used in order to simplify energy exchange in complex environments by means of simplifying the geometry of the environment in a 3-D grouping approach in 19], 20], 22] and 21]. We understand by 3-D grouping, the fact that these methods de ne 3-D clusters (or boxes) instead of groups of patches with similar orientation as in done in 14]. Then energy exchange takes place between clusters. The algorithms may or may not include a hierarchical strategy. Clustering is also used in 17] where the environment is mapped onto the walls of the cluster. This map is used only for secondary rays while primary rays do not use the clusters. The interest of parallelising the algorithm is pointed out in 17] because of the locality resulting from the mapping but this locality is only exploited during the rendering step. All these methods introduce approximations for exploiting locality but bound their e ects in order to keep the required accuracy.
In 24] is proposed a system to exploit locality in order to minimize the transfers between disk and main memory. This system is designed to compute radiosity e ciently in very large environments where the visibility relationships are locally dense but globally sparse. It is based on a hierarchical approach. Two basic ideas are exploited: partitioning and ordering. Partitioning means identifying subsets of the database each composed by the clusters which interact with a given (receiver) cluster. The de nition of these subsets is based on the scene structure and a visibility precomputation between clusters. Ordering implies taking the subsets in an order which minimizes the di erence between two successive subsets. The results in 24] show that, for the speci c type of environment described above, the best e ciency was obtained with cell order. These cells are de ned by a wall-aligned BSP-tree spatial subdivision.
Virtual Interface
Virtual interface is an improvement of the virtual wall concept we rst introduced in 1]. The basic idea of this work was to nd a way to subdivide a complex environment in local environments using planes we called virtual walls.
The virtual wall is a mechanism which aims to gather and to scatter the energy leaving or entering a local environment. However, the use of virtual walls has some disadvantage since it requires additional computations and memory. As for the object of the scene, a virtual wall has to be decomposed into patches for which the energy going through has to be stored. Representing the energy leaving a patch from a virtual wall requires the storing of several information such as the spatial distribution of the energy. Moreover, the subdivision of a virtual wall has to be done in such a way that it has few impact on the quality of the rendering. To overcome these problems, we introduce a new technique called Virtual Interface which is described in the following paragraphs.
With this new technique, a virtual interface is no more a set of patches. Instead of having these patches to represent the exchange of energy between local environments, we use a new mechanism, called Visibility mask to transfer light energy between local environments. The aim of this mechanism is to allow a local computation of the radiosity in a local environment in order to improve the data locality access.
Overview of the virtual interface
The rst principle of the virtual interface addresses the energy transfer between local environments. Instead of accumulating the energy from di erent sources onto a virtual wall before sending it to another processor, the virtual interface technique allows the management of a source separately from other sources in the same local environment. As soon as a source has emitted its energy, it is sent to the next processor.
The second principle of the virtual interface concerns the way to take into account the source transfer between local environments. Indeed, sending the geometry and its emissivity to the next environment after a local processing imply to add a new structure, called visibility mask, to the source ( gure 1). The visibility mask stores, in the source structure, all the occlusions encountered during the processing in each local environment.
The next sections describes more deeply the two principles.
Visibility mask
To describe more deeply our technique, we will take the assumption that a progressive radiosity technique is used jointly with a hemisphere to compute form factors. With such technique, a patch which has the most unshot energy is selected and its energy is distributed to other patches in the scene according to a form factor computation. With our virtual interface concept, the energy of each selected patch, we call it a source, is rst distributed in the local environment in which it is contained. Then, its energy is propagated to other local environments. However, to propagate e ciently the energy of a given patch to another local environment, it is necessary to determine the visibility of the patch according to the current local environment: it may exist an object along a given direction which hides the source ( gure 2). We introduced the visibility mask which is a subsampled hemisphere identical to the one involved in the computation of the form factors. Each pixel of the hemisphere, that is used for the form factor computations, corresponds to a boolean value in the visibility mask. A value is set to false if the corresponding ray, going through the pixel of the hemisphere, hits an object in a previous local environment. Note that our technique can be applied to hemicube, in that case the visibility mask will be an hemicube as well. Moreover, it can be easily extended to take into account participating media. Instead of using boolean values, an integer value could represent the percentage of absorption along a given direction. 
Processing of visibility masks
The visibility mask allows the distribution of energy to local environment in a step by step basis. Two cases may arise. If the source belongs to the local environment, a visibility mask is created and all its boolean value is set to true otherwise the visibility mask already exists and will be updated during the processing of the source. Form factors are computed with the patches belonging to the local environment by casting rays from the center of the source through the hemisphere. If a ray hits an object in the local environment, the corresponding value in the visibility mask is set to false otherwise there is no modi cation. Then, radiosities of local patches are updated using one iteration of a progressive radiosity algorithm. Finally, the source and its visibility mask are sent to the neighbouring local environments to be processed later ( gure 3).
Space subdivision with virtual interfaces
One of the main di culty in using virtual interfaces is to nd a mapping of virtual interfaces in the complex environment. Due to the computation of the visibility masks, the processing of a source cannot be carried out in any order. Indeed, a visibility mask contains visibility information from all other local environments between the source and the current local environment. Figure 4 shows both a 1D and a 2D space subdivision. Regarding the 1D case, before processing a source in LE 3 , it has to be processed in LE 1 and LE 2 in a sequential manner. If the target computer has several processors, there is no way to exploit them simultaneously in the processing of one source which such space subdivision. With a 2D decomposition, the processing of a source has to be done using a wavefront technique allowing the computation of the source in parallel. Local environments belonging to the 
Distributed memory implementation
The design of a parallel algorithm for distributed memory parallel computers requires rst and foremost a data domain decomposition in order to distribute data among the local memories. This rst step is then followed by a distribution of computations according to data distribution. Computations are assigned to a processor that owns the data needed to performed them. Such technique has been widely used, it is known as data oriented parallelisation. The virtual interface concept, we developed in this paper, allows us to apply this data oriented parallelisation scheme to the radiosity computation. The initial environment is splited into several local environments which can be mapped on the available processors. A subset of these local environments is assigned to a processor. A processor is in charge of performing the computation related to its own data. It consists in the distribution of the energy of patches that belong to its local environments as well as the distribution of energy coming from neighbouring local environments.
Before going into details, we describe brie y, in the next section the hardware and software environment we are using for experimenting our parallel radiosity algorithm. The description of our solution is given in section 4.2.
Intel Paragon 56 nodes : 4x14
Silicon Graphics Onyx 
Experimental platform
We began our work by designing an experimental platform. This platform is made of several parallel computers which allow computation and visualisation to be done simultaneously. Figure 5 shows an overview of the experimental platform. Radiosity computations are performed in parallel by an Intel Paragon XP/S having 56 compute nodes and 2 service nodes. Radiosity updates are gathered from computes nodes by a service node located on the Paragon. Then, the service node sends them, through an Ethernet network, to a 2 processors Silicon Graphics Onyx for visualisation purpose. Figure 6 gives a short description of the three algorithms running on the two parallel computers. On the Paragon side, a process (ServiceNode) is created on one of the service node. This process forks immediately one child process (Virtwall) on each compute node, then it waits until it receives radiosity updates from the compute nodes. These updates are sent to the Display process running on the Onyx. The Display process exploits the Performer library provided by SGI 18] . Both the Paragon and the Onyx have a copy of the database therefore the amount of communication, exchanged during the computation between the two machines, is kept small. On the Onyx side, users may interactively walk through the image or may focus on one local environment associated to a particular processor while the image is being displayed. 
Parallel algorithm description
The parallel algorithm running on each compute node of the Paragon consists in three successive steps: an initialization, a radiosity computation and a termination detection as shown in gure 9. These three steps are described in the following paragraph.
Initialisation
Each compute node performs an initialisation step which consists in reading the local environment geometries that have been assigned to it. The speci cation of the local environment geometries as well as their assignment to a particular compute node is performed automatically but straightforwardly in the current version of the algorithm. Since such operation is relatively complex and has an impact on load balancing, we plan to perform this operation using an appropriate strategy in a near future. Once each compute node has the description of its local environment geometries, it reads the scene database to extract polygons that belongs to its local environments. Such strategy represents a bottleneck since all the compute nodes perform I/O operations at the same time. However, it has the advantage not to statically split the scene database into several les for a given number of processors. This is a substantial advantage when several experiments have to be performed with di erent environment decomposition on various number of processors.
A polygon that belongs to several local environments is splited into as many part as the number of local environments it belongs to. Such policy simpli es the processing of patches during the radiosity computations. Afterwards, polygons are decomposed recursively into patches. Each polygon is a quad-tree of patches.
The last processing step consists in subdividing the local environment into cells using a regular spatial subdivision 8] in order to speedup the ray-tracing process when form factors are computed.
Patch selection
Once the initialization has been performed, each compute node selects an emitter patch which has the greater delta-radiosity from either its local environment or from its receive queue which contains patches and visibility masks that have been sent by other compute nodes since the last patch selection. At the beginning of the computation, these queues are empty; therefore, each compute node selects a local patch even if its energy is small compare to patches located in the other local environments. However, such behaviour increases the number of iterations before reaching the convergence.
Radiosity computations
As explained in section 3, each selected patch is associated with a visibility mask that represents the distribution of energy. Initially, when a processor selects a patch which belongs to its local environment, the visibility mask is set to true. As the form-factor calculation progress, using a ray-tracing technique, part of the visibility masks is set to false if the rays hit an object in the local environment. Once the energy has been shot in the local environment, it is necessary to determine if there is still some energy to be sent to the neighbouring local environments. A copy of the visibility mask is performed for each neighbouring local environment. A ray-tracing is then performed for all pixels which have a true value. Intersection with the considered plane is performed to determine if there is energy entering in the neighbouring local environment. If a ray hits the plane that separates the two local environments, the corresponding pixel of the visibility mask is left unchanged otherwise it is set to false. At the end of this process, if the copies of the visibility mask have still some pixel values to true, they are sent to processors which own the neighbouring local environments together with some information related to the geometry and the photometry of the emitter patch. The message size is approximatively 4KBytes. The most important part of the message is used to store the visibility mask that is encoded using one bit for each pixel.
Termination detection
Each compute node performs its computation independently from the other compute nodes. Therefore, it has no knowledge about the termination of the other compute nodes. Termination detection is carried out using two steps.
The rst step consist in deciding to stop the selection of a local patch if its energy is under a given threshold. The service node is in charge of collecting, on a regular basis, the sum of the delta radiosities of the local environments as well as the energy that is under transfer between compute nodes. Depending of this information, the service node can inform compute nodes to stop the selection of new local patches.
Once the rst step is reached, bu ers that contain sources coming from other compute nodes have to be processed. To detect that all the bu ers are empty, a termination detection is carried out using a distributed algorithm based on the circulation of a token 5]. Compute INRIA nodes are organized as a ring. A token, whose value is initially true, is sent through the ring. If a compute node has sent a patch to another node in the ring since the last visit, the value of the token is changed to false. It is then communicated to the next compute node. If the compute node, that initiates the sending of the token, received it later with a true value, it broadcasts a message to inform all the compute nodes that the radiosity computations have ended.
Experiments
Several experiments have been performed to study the behavior of our radiosity algorithm running either on a uniprocessor or a multiprocessors. Experiments using a uniprocessor workstation was devoted to the analysis of potential overhead due to the use of virtual interfaces and visibility masks comparing to a traditional approach. Other experiments were performed on a Paragon XP/S using the parallel algorithm as described in the previous sections. Prior to the presentation of these results, the following section gives the description of three databases that were used in the experiments.
Scene description
Experiments were performed using three di erent scenes (10) 
Experiments on a uniprocessor
The rst experiment was performed in sequential using a Sun UltraSparc workstation. The goal is to show that the use of virtual interfaces and visibility masks do not imply a huge software overhead comparing to a more traditional approach. The three scenes were rendered using several local environment decompositions (from 1 to 56 local environments). One local environment corresponds to the traditional approach since there is no virtual interface and visibility mask to add overhead. In these experiments, the number of cells is identical whatever the number of local environments is. Consequently, cutting planes of local environments must lay on the spatial subdivision grid. The sequential algorithm processes local environments ones after the others in a sequential order. During one iteration, all sources, waiting in the queue of the current local environment, are shot. Results, using the three scenes with di erent number of local environments, are shown in gure 11. Time in seconds is shown in the left axis whereas the right axis shows the corresponding gain in relation to the computation time of the traditional approach (one local environment).
As shown in gure 11, the performance of our technique depends on the scene. For a small scene like O ce, there was no gain; computations time was greater than the traditional approach. With 16 local environments, computing time increases due to a greater number of shoots. However, as the number of polygons increases, we got much better performance. This increasing performance can be explained by the decreasing complexity of some parts of the radiosity algorithm which depends on the number of polygons. When using a spatial subdivision to generate local environments, the number of polygons is reduced in each local environment and thus complexity is reduced. Selection of the most emissive patch and radiosities update can be performed more rapidly. Moreover, a smaller working set implies a better behavior of the di erent level of the memory hierarchy: primary cache, secondary cache, virtual memory). We are currently performing experiments to evaluate the impact of the memory hierarchy.
Experiments on a multiprocessors
The second kind of experiments was performed using the Paragon XP/S. Since the computing time of the sequential version depends on the number of local environments, we took a decomposition of the scene into 56 local environments in order to avoid super-linear speedup. As said previously, decomposition is a straightforward automatic process without optimisation to balance the load among the processors. Computing times and speedups are are shown in The techniques we have presented in this paper are being implemented and their development are in an early stage. Several problems are not yet solved such as the mapping of virtual interfaces in order to balance the load among the available processors. Some solutions are being investigated such as load estimation prior to a static data domain decomposition or a dynamic load balancing strategy by moving dynamically virtual interfaces. We plan also to investigate the use of scalable shared memory architecture instead of using messagepassing parallel computers. Load balancing issue is easier to solve with shared memory multiprocessors but could be done against data locality. A trade-o will have to be found.
